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     While beginning to brainstorm for Project III I knew that I wanted to portray the same 
messages as in my second project, but I also knew that I wanted to convey these notions 
in a different way. Rather than just using a new medium (like a video, for example) to re-
tell the same story as that of my The New Yorker article, I started thinking of alternatives. 
I decided that I wanted this project to be less of a one-time stop for information and more 
of an ongoing resource that my peers can utilize.  
 
     One of the first platforms that came to my mind was the website Pinterest. People use 
this site to browse and upload links and photos to then organize them into various 
“boards.” After noticing that a few of my cousins who are teachers were pinning things 
that were useful for them at work, I realized that Pinterest could be used for more than the 
typical recipes, style tips, DIY crafts, etc. I knew I wanted to create a board that displayed 
all of the information about cover letters that my second project explored, and more. 	  
	  
[See Project III Proposal below] 
 
     After drafting my proposal I needed to formulate a plan of what I needed to do for this 
project as well as a timeline of when I would complete each task. I started listing the 
various pieces that I knew I wanted to incorporate. These included things like: think of a 
creative title, create pins from Project II sources, browse current boards about cover 
letters for inspiration, create digital graphics on Canva, and more. This jumbled list 
eventually became my production plan, and at this point I was very happy with my 
progress and excited to start working on my board. 
 
[See Project III Production Plan below] 
 
     Once I had my plan set in stone I created my board and got to work adding content. At 
this point in my process I decided to name my board “Cover Letters 101,” in order to 
reveal that it includes any and all information about cover letters, while still keeping a 
light tone in an attempt to attract viewers. The first few pins I added seemed to be the 
easiest, since I created them from my second project’s sources—and even created a pin 
with a link to my actual Project II mock article. I wrote a blog post about my progress 
and explained to my peers my thought process for this idea as well as my plans for where 
the project was headed. I also expressed some of my concerns and questions. My biggest 
concern at this point was that I would not have enough content for my board. Although 
Pinterest is all about the creativity and freedom of the user, I still wanted my board to 
have enough pins to look and feel like any other board I would have created. 
 
[See Blog Post below] 
	  
     For the next week or so, I spent a lot of time creating pins for my board. I found many 
interesting and relevant links to articles about things like new forms of cover letters and 
ways to make your cover letter stand out. I also began creating my own pins to upload 
from my computer as photos, rather than links to sites on the Internet. I used the website 
Canva, which is a very user-friendly and basic graphic design platform. For example, I 
created a graphic with a collage of “power words” that I think are effective when they are 
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included in cover letters. Although I may not be an expert on cover letters I still thought it 
was important to include pins that are solely my creation and not just a link to someone 
else’s work. This graphic ended up being one of many that I placed into my board. 

 
[See Graphic Created on Canva below] 
 
     During the next few days I made a relatively notable change to my board. I decided to 
title it “Cover Letters 2.0” instead of “Cover Letters 101.” I realized that my original title 
didn’t really capture the essence of my board. My main point was that typical cover 
letters are outdated and should be replaced or at the least enhanced with modern 
technology and creative tactics. I think this new title better represented my ideas, but still 
kept with the conversational tone that I was originally aiming for. 

 
[See Progress of Board below] 
	  
     As the end of my project timeline was nearing, I was starting to run out of ideas of 
what to pin. Luckily, I was able to show my board to the class for a mini-workshop and 
their feedback was very helpful. One suggestion that I liked in particular was to mock the 
typical pins seen on Pinterest, for example inspirational quotes and recipes. I created a 
pin for a “The Recipe for Cover Letter 2.0” that included things I think cover letters 
should include but aren’t necessarily thought of as key elements, such as creativity, 
passion and visuals. Additionally, I pinned some inspirational quotes about honesty and 
being yourself, and these seemed to fit in with my board very well. Finally, I decided to 
browse current pins on Pinterest since one significant aspect of the site is re-pinning what 
others have already pinned. I found some infographics about video CV’s and steps to a 
better resume, and decided to add them to my board as well. 
 
     Once I felt that my board had a sufficient amount of content, I double checked all of 
the captions and did a quick overview to make sure the board looked cohesive. I ended up 
very happy with the pins I discovered and created, and I think this board could definitely 
be useful for anyone who has to write a cover letter or any similar piece of a job 
application. I plan to continue pinning onto this board, and I can’t wait to see how it 
grows and how my followers respond to it! 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Project III Proposal 
 
Brief articulation of subject (even though this may feel repetitive, don’t let it be; how you 
approach the subject may be refocusing as you choose this new vehicle, or new audience) 
 
I definitely still want the subject of my third project to be that cover letters are inefficient 
and outdated. But, one key difference I want to include is how I actually convey my 
argument. Rather than just using explanations with hard evidence and personal anecdotes, 
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I want my Project III to also include helpful advice and ways to “take action.” I want this 
project to not only inform my audience, but also give them an extra push to consider 
changing how they write cover letters, or at the least to realize the downside of these 
pieces of writing. I don’t necessarily need to convince people to change their minds about 
cover letters, but I do want my project to spark interest, thought and questions 
surrounding this topic. 
 
Audience (why this audience for this particular subject?) 
 
Although people of a variety of ages read The New Yorker, I want to narrow in the 
audience for my third project to include only my peers—young adults. I think this will be 
effective because college-aged students (and those a little older) are the group most likely 
to be writing cover letters pretty frequently. They are at a point in their lives where they 
will be enduring the job search and application process, therefore they will be the most 
interested in what my project has to offer. 
 
Medium (what is your new media vehicle, and why? how is this the best way to reach 
your chosen audience, what new things will you have to learn, what does this medium 
require) 
 
My new media vehicle is going to be the website and app Pinterest. This site is known as 
a “visual discovery tool” that helps people find information and ideas for a wide variety 
of topics. I plan to make a single Pinterest board about cover letters. I envision including 
different types of “pins,” for example some about alternative types of cover letters 
(digital, visual, etc.), ways to make cover letters more honest, the history of cover letters, 
and many more. I chose this medium because it is very visually appealing and easy to 
navigate. Although many people think Pinterest is just for finding crafts and recipes, I 
know from personal experience that one can find a lot of information about almost any 
topic, especially with the search option. Additionally, each pin is connected to a link to 
another website, so I will be able to not only provide bits of information, but also include 
the original source material for my audience to access. I can even include a pin to my 
Project II article! Something I will need to research and learn is how to make a Pinterest 
board the most effective. This will include elements such as the types of pictures for each 
pin, the length of the captions, and how I choose to categorize the board. 
 
Potential early sources for researching the medium, or your subject, etc.  
 
Some sources I will need to access are sites/articles that explain how to create effective 
Pinterest boards. Since Pinterest is often used as a marketing tool for companies, I 
imagine there is plenty of information surrounding this concept. Additionally, I plan to 
browse the actual Pinterest site and observe which aspects of certain boards catch my 
attention, and which elements aren’t working quite as well. I think this observational 
research will end up being very helpful because the success of this project definitely 
relies on the audience’s reaction. In addition, I am going to do some more research 
regarding cover letters in general in order to build the content of the board itself. I think it 
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will be most effective to include as many pins as possible, so this will require a decent 
amount of additional resources to find more websites to link to.   
 
Your expectations, your questions or things you wonder about regarding Project III 
 
My expectations for this project are mostly just that it is an actual usable tool for my 
peers. I know that many people utilize Pinterest to only browse and mindlessly re-pin 
items, but I want this board to be a source of information and reference for anyone who is 
going through a potential job’s application process. Something I am wondering about is if 
my project will seem cohesive or not. My second project focused on the fact that cover 
letters aren’t effective in portraying someone’s true self, and although this project will 
include this notion, I want it to provide more than just an opinion. My main concern is 
that all of the pins I create won’t fit together, but I think my research of other Pinterest 
boards will help me decide whether or not I should further narrow in my topic. 
 
 
 
Project III Production Plan 
 

Project III Production Plan 
 

• Brainstorm content for the pins of my Pinterest board 
 
• Browse current boards to get ideas 

 
à November 10 [Monday]: Production plan draft due  
 

• Decide on a title for my board 
 

• Begin researching articles to include as pins 
 

• Create a “digital cover letter” using Canva 
 

• Evaluate my progress & update/edit production plan 
 

• Begin “The Making of Project III” 
 
à November 17 [Monday]: Production plan & draft of “The Making Of…” due  

• Create pins based on my sources and content of Project II 
 

• Create pins from my new research 
 

• Browse current pins about cover letters to get inspiration for my board  
 
à November 19 [Wednesday]: Project III workshops  
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• Edit, delete and create pins based on feedback from working in our small groups 
as well as in-class workshop  

 
• Share my project with others to hear their opinions and suggestions 

 
• Finalize board and check the captions’ grammar and that all of the links work 

 
à November 24 [Monday]: Project III due  
 

• Place Project III into my EPortfolio!  
	  
	  
 
Blog Post: Project III: It’s Coming Along 
 

For my third project I am remediating my mock article for The New Yorker into 
an informative Pinterest board. Even though Pinterest is commonly known as a way for 
people to browse and explore their interests–for example recipes, home decor, and 
fashion–I still think it will be a great platform to showcase elements of my Project II. My 
true inspiration came from a common occurrence I recognized among a few pinners who 
I follow. In particular, two of my older cousins are teachers and they are constantly 
pinning ideas, tips, and examples of how to improve/innovate their teaching. These pins 
about things like name tag designs, games that foster learning, and printable worksheets 
gave me the inspiration I needed to create a Pinterest board that offers useful information 
about cover letters. Although my cousins’ boards are more for their own use, I still think 
it is possible for my board to act as a reference for my followers to utilize as well. 

I decided to title my board “Cover Letters 101,” in order to convey a light yet 
informative tone and make it clear to my audience that it includes a wide range of 
information about cover letters, just like an introductory course that has “101″ in the title. 
I have begun creating pins of links to sources I used in Project II, as well as a pin that 
links to the actual project itself. I plan on making pins for all my sources from my second 
project, and then doing some more research to find any and all relatable websites/images 
to pin. My one concern at this stage of the project is whether or not I will have enough 
content for my board. One beauty of Pinterest is that each user has the creative freedom 
to make their boards how they want. But, I still want my board to look and feel as real 
and natural as any other board I have created in my own time. Additionally, I want this 
board to be useful and relatable to my audience, and I think it will be interesting to see if 
any of my current followers “re-pin” elements from this project! 
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Graphic Created on Canva 
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Progress of Board: 11/20/2014 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


